
General conditions for Hunneberg's Fishing License  
The fishing license is personal with your name and expire date written on it. On request, you 
are required to show the fishing license as well as identify yourself. The fishing license must 
always be carried when fishing. We do not replace cards that are lost. A fishing license 
covers handheld tackle. Handheld tackle means one fishing rod that is equipped with a line 
and no more than three hooks. Each license has a catch limit of three salmonids.  
Children under 16 accompanied by an adult is free of charge, provided that the adult has a 
valid license. Please note that the catch limit of three salmonids applies to the whole group.  
In natural waters you may use ten angeldons per license (pike traps are not permitted). 
Crayfish are not to be caught. Fishing with otter boards or nets is prohibited. You may use a 
float tube when rod fishing in natural water, unless otherwise specified. Please note that you 
are not allowed to lay-up your boat by the water. If you break the rules your rights are 
immediately terminated.  
 
Violation of the fishing regulations entails a control fee of 1500 SEK. Fishing without a valid 
fishing license is a breach of law and the police are notified accordingly. The supervisor is 
entitled to seize equipment in case of offense or suspicion of attempted offenses.  
 
To consider  
You are solely responsible for checking the applicable rules before you start fishing. The 
county administrative board can provide further information (www.lst.se).  
Changes or additions to the rules and guidelines can be made during the season. Other 
fisheries legislation is also applicable in addition to these rules. If you are suspicious of illegal 
fishing activities taking place, please contact the Royal Hunt Museum, Elk’s Hill:  
+46(0)521-27 00 40 or museet@algensberg.com.  
Fires are prohibited everywhere apart from the designated fire areas.  
 
NB Halle-Hunneberg is closed for 2 days during the royal hunt in the autumn.  
 
Hunneberg Fishing License  
Fishing license can be bought at the Royal Hunt Museum. 
For further information visit our website at www.algensberg.com. 
You can also o buy licenses at www.fiskekort.se/hunneberg  
 
 
Hunneberg Fishing License Covers all the lakes on Hunneberg.  
There are three different options available:  
Season ticket - Valid for fishing in natural waters for a period of one year from the time of 
purchase.  
Day license & Group license for school classes - Valid for fishing in natural waters for a 
period of 24 hours from the time of purchase.  
 
And finally - have a great fishing trip! 

 

ROYAL HUNT MUSEUM   www.algensberg.com   +46 521 270040 


